research, is a part of the problem by proxy. If Pizzagate is even remotely true, even in the smallest regard, the public
the likes of a networked

However, Anonymous as an identity is completely de-centralized, and literally encompasses anyone who decides to

This has become what is known as

November 21, 2016, Anonymous-affiliated

Instagram posts. What's ironic is that Arun Rao's is the Assistant US Attorney and Department of Justice Supervisor of

that the police sketches of the sought after suspects thought to be involved in Madeleine's disappearance,

10) Madeleine McCann

Pizzagate. The original article on the subject

While some want to claim this is just "art," simply being misunderstood, Marina herself has

One of the initial disturbing finds in this collaborative investigation was the "art performance" of "Spirit Cooking," that

to what the FBI associates as an official pedophiliac symbol

Andrew Kline. One of the main reasons researchers initially became suspicious is due to it's

abusing her, although no prosecution has taken place.

Clinton has

through their foundation, or indirectly through people they associate with. To begin with, their campaign manager

It should be no surprise to anyone doing any type of independent investigative work that the Clintons would be

according to leaked WikiLeaks emails, they still keep in contact despite Hastert's heinous convictions. Tony is also

heavily speculated that Bjurdevic was one of Tony Podesta's favorite children to abuse, and is thus a survivor of this

As a final point of consideration on this data point, remember that the symbol of the "pizza" has become iconic in this

The discovered coded language used within the Podesta emails appears to be one used exclusively by known

sort or another. Why would grown men and women be so continuously and excitedly emailing and promptly

The account has since been set to private, but many of the pictures were archived by

and supposedly a family location that is child-friendly. This sparked further research, which lead to the discovery of

rings have never surfaced without heavy affiliations to occultism, and are often heavily linked to

much data that can be reasonably covered here.

investigation, by both logically empirical and lawful standards, more than warrants a full investigation into these

failing to do their due diligence. This is not meant to directly slander anyone/place or preemptively accuse anyone of

Even the

In "Article Revival"
By Police Than Terrorists

According to the government data, more Americans were killed in 2017, nearly 100 times over than by police than terrorists.